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most problematic is the fact, that [major] microsoft office 2010 retail licenses have been deactivated, as
german blog reader erik mentions on his facebook profile. the reason for deactivation (deactivation?

deactivation? ) is a strange one and is dated from "mid-july 2021". hint: the reason for deactivation and
the lack of activation support in this case is a ms office 365 subscription. if you have an office 365

subscription and an annual microsoft account, you do not need a windows 10 license. as a consequence,
the microsoft office 2010 activation was deactivated, as it only works for windows 10. but this is

something that was somehow missed by karl. after he published the tweet, he realized the cause and
asked for a refund. however, the response to this was no. the support contact told him that microsoft
does not provide refunds for deactivated licenses. the customer had a consultant who activated the
product, but the activation was not successful. the reason for the error was an invalid authentication

token, even if the authentication token seemed to be valid. the consultant tried to help him in activating
the product, but eventually the attempt at activation failed, too. at some point, the office 365 subscription

did not activate within office 365 (explanation in the third paragraph). the consultant tried to help him
activate the product (see the second paragraph) the consultant told him, the authentication token is not
valid. the customer bought this product, because he wanted a replacement for his previous product from
a previous ms distributor and he wanted to practice at least a few more months with the new version. the

consultant tried to help him to activate the product. the consultant provided him with a valid
authentication token. but the attempt at activation failed.
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